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This table runner can add a little color to decorate your table the
whole winter season. It finishes at 48” x 14” and is mostly
paper pieced. The patterns have all been printed in reverse to
accommodate the paper piecing technique. It is assumed you
know how to paper piece so specific directions are not given. If
you have not already done any paper piecing, many tutorials are
available on the web.

This pattern is made freely available for individual use. Please
respect my copyright. If others wish to have the pattern, direct
them to my blog to obtain their own copy. If you make this
tablerunner, I would love to see a picture of it and share it on my
blog so please email a photo to justquiltin@peoplepc.com.

The pattern pieces of each section have been numbered. The
letters with the numbers identify all pieces in a group and not
which fabrics you use. Stitch each section in number order,
referring to the graphics for correct color placement of your
background and main color pieces. The dotted line around each
paper piecing section is the seam allowance, however it does
not want to scan dark enough to show up in the pdf file. So
either draw a quarter inche seam allowance around each paper
piece section before you begin stitching or, alternatively, when
stitching extend your fabric pieces beyond the edge of the
pattern piece when stitch and when giving each section a final
trim to square it up, add your seam allowance then, trimming ¼”
beyond the solid line outline each paper piece section. Make



sure you do NOT trim on the solid line or you will eliminate your
seam allowances!

Letter S:
The letter S is made up of three
different paper pieced sections.
I used two different fabrics
along with the background but
you could use only one main
color and the background
fabric, too. The squares in the
top and bottom section
contain a different fabric than
the rest of the main pieces
that make up the letter in the
graphic at left.Stitch each of
the three sections, trim on
dotted line of pattern and then
join the sections together.

This section should measure 7-5/8” square.

FOR ALL LETTER BLOCKS: *
When each lettered block is complete, sew a piece of your
background fabric to top and bottom of letter that measures
1-7/8” wide and trim length even with edges of your block.
Next sew a piece of background fabric to right and left sides
which measures 1-7/8” wide and trim even with edges of block.
*Repeat these same steps on your letter N and letter W blocks
once they have been stitched.

Letter N:
This an easy one. One pattern section to
stitch, trim and then add background
border as described above around letter.



Letter W:
Another pretty simple block to stitch
following the number sequence and
graphic reference to left for correct color
placement of your fabrics. When
complete, trim and add border section
with background fabric as described
above.

The “O” or Snowflake
Block:
This one may look difficult
but take it one section at a
time and you’ll do fine.
Each section is pieced in
exactly the same way.
There are 4 pattern pages
to this block. Each page
contains one complete
quarter of the snowflake
design. Refer to the
graphic at left for correct
color placement of your

fabrics. Basically all pieces with the numbers 1 and 4 in each
section contain your snowflake fabric and all other pieces are
background fabric. Once all sections are completed and
trimmed to size on the dotted line. Sew the sections to each
other in the following sequence to make the four quarter
sections.

Referring to the letters on each pieced group, sew along the long
diagonal seam (as if joining two pieces of a HST):
Sew A to H, B to C, D to E, and F to G. The lay the quarter square
sections out to make sure you have them aligned properly, and
stitch into pairs.



Once the pairs are joined as
shown at left, stitch both
halves together to make
completed block.

Note: The snowflake block
one does NOT get the borders
sections added as the letter
blocks did.

Now stitch each finished block to the next in the correct
placement to spell SNOW. Remove all paper pattern pieces
carefully from the back of your patterns.

I added a simple 2.5” wide border strip to the top and bottom of
the runner and added a 4.5” wide border strip to each side.

Quilt, bind and Enjoy!


